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Semantic web personalization is more effective search
response and user satisfaction in this modern generation
because most of the users are working with internet using
system or Smartphone.

Abstract— In this network area, data has been available on
the World Wide Web(W3) in an exponential manner and
improve the quality of “recommendations”. That is why,
server concern over load data with over challenges for the
users. This is very difficult for users to retrieve the most
relevant data as per the user requirement on the web. If user
doesn’t know, the process to find the data then, it is very time
consuming for the user. In this paper, we present a modern
way
for
web
personalization
that
provides
a
“Recommendation” to users by which they can retrieve their
relevant data and save time.

II. BACKGROUND
Normally, the methodologies of web personalization are
categorized into two complementary processes a) The collection of user information.
b) The inference of the collected data.
Here, in the first process, user profiles are used to enrich
queries and to sort output at the user interface level [6] or
in other techniques, they are used to inference relationships
like the social based filtering [1] and collaborative filtering
[9]. In the second process, information extraction on users
navigations from system log files can be used [5]. Some
information retrieval techniques are based on context
extraction [2]. Information semantics are used to enrich the
process of web personalization and queries can be enriched
by adding new properties from the available domain
Ontologies. As we know, the user modelling are based on
ontology can be coupled with dynamic update of user
profile using output of information filtering and Web
Usage Mining (WUM) techniques. Data collected through
search engines show that spatial information is pervasive
on the web that many queries contain spatial specification,
but it is a tough job to search relevant resources which
could respond quickly to query including a spatial
component. The personalized information can consider
spatial property and link found in web documents. Here,
three components are required in web applications which
are:
a) User model and associated user preferences elicitation
mechanisms.
b) Web personalization engine combining spatial and
semantic criteria.
c) User interface enriched with spatial components.
Web personalization always requires the representation
of features about user that are relevant to the domain.
Similarity of semantic and spatial proximity measures as
well as relevance function of ranking by the user.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the data is rapidly growing in various
domains on the web. That is why, these days, the need for
identifying and retrieving the data is based on exactly the
needs of users in order to improve the usability of a
website. To do this, web personalization is defined as any
action that always adopts the contents or services provided
by a web site to single user or a group of users based on
their navigational behaviour, stored in the log file. This
data is included with the content, structure as well as user’s
interests. The web personalization gives the output in the
dynamic generation of suggestions to create web pages
according to the needs of users, highlighted existing
hyperlinks that are required by the users. Most of the earlier
research efforts in web personalization deal with Web
Usage Mining(WUM). Here, we present pure usage based
personalization where insufficient data is available in order
to extract pattern. When, the content of the web site is
changed and new pages are added but that isn’t included in
the logs yet. These days, the user’s aim is to find the
content concerning a required content. Thus the underlined
content semantics should be a dominant factor in the web
personalization process. There have been many research
studies that integrate the contents of web site in order to
improve the process of web personalization. Most of the
contents are characterized on the web by extracting features
from the web pages. Keywords as features are used to
retrieve similar content based on the interest of the user.
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It is the evaluation of semantic link which are existing
between two concepts[12]. Classification algorithm can be
used for measuring spatial proximity between two regions.
Interactive adaptive map generation and visualization are
another aspect of spatial web personalization that is
concerned with web maps adaptation according to needs of
user.
The presented personalization approaches have
contributed to the improvement of information systems.
These approaches have weakness and limitation despite
their wide spread use. In fact, several approaches like,
collaborative
filtering
presents
the
similar
recommendations for all the users within the same cluster.
Whereas, content based approaches facilitate items retrieval
by recommending similar items to the user. Other
approaches of web personalization are trying to determinate
the behaviour of each & every user but they are limited by
their items model that doesn’t describe the differences
between properties of items. In most web personalization
approaches, spatial aspect isn’t taken into consideration
that requires an adaptation of approaches to be relevant,
while applied to spatial information. The existing
approaches are presented as an alternative that improves
the quality of personalized systems[3].
Here, web personalization frame work characterizes the
usage profiles of a collaborative filtering system using
ontology is represented by Dai and Mobasher[4]. The
system profiles are transformed into domain level
aggregate profiles by representing each page with a set of
related ontology objects. Oberleet described, the idea of
semantically enhancing the web logs using ontology
concepts. This frame work is based on a semantic web site
built on an underlying ontology. This site can contain static
and dynamic both type of pages, to extract knowledge
about group of users, preferences of users and rules.
Authors present a general frame work where data mining
can be performed on semantic web logs. Since the
proposed frame work is built on a semantic web knowledge
portal, the web contents are inherently semantically
annotated exploiting the portals. This is discussed by
authors that, how frame work can be extended using
specializations of ontology terms, as well as for supporting
the process of web personalization. General personalization
frame work based on the conceptual modelling of the user’s
navigational behaviour is proposed by Acharya and
Ghosh[6].

Here, the methodology involves mapping each and every
visited page to a topic, imposing tree taxonomy on the
concepts and then estimating the parameters of a process of
semi-markov which is defined on this tree based on the
generated user paths. In this model, the semantic
characterization of the context is manually performed.
The paper of Myriam Hadjouni et.al. [12] is about a
personalized information retrieval approach based on end
user modeling. The proposed approach personalizes data
retrieval using implicit user information and interests
measurements.
Middleton et.al represented the ontologies uses in the
process of user profile within collaborative filtering
systems which focused on recommending paper. Here,
authors represent the user profiles by the terms of research
paper ontology. This process is known as hybrid
recommender system which is based on collaborative and
content based recommendation taxonomy, the contents are
characterized with ontology terms by document classifiers
and ontology is used to make a specialization of the user
profiles. Kearney and Anand explored ontology to calculate
the impact of ontology concept on the user’s navigational
behaviour. Here, they have suggested that, the impact
values can be used to accept more accurate & determine
distance between various users or preferences of users and
other contents on the web site. K.Sridevi and Dr. R.Umarani
have made a survey on the various approaches used by
researchers to achieve Web Personalization in Web Mining[19].

III. ARCHITECTURE FOR WEB PERSONALIZATION
To address some of the open issues in the proposed
architecture for personalizing the web are given in Fig.1.
The architecture uses contents of web site, web logs created
by observing the user’s navigational behaviour and user
profiles created according to the preferences of users to
analyze and extract the information needed for the user to
find the pattern expected by the user[20]. Recommendation
has been created by this analysing that is presented to the
user. For this work, Web Usage Mining (WUM) can be
defined as automatic discovery of user navigational
patterns. It can support decision making process of web site
to understand the user completely. However, these
taxonomies can be used for functions of web
personalization. Characterizing the web content into
semantic categories is done for predicting the web pages
for single user or group of users.
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Making user profiles would be done by collecting
information to each user based on their interest or
behaviour and other demographic information. To do this,
web personalization can be worked to a group of interested
users, based on the patterns obtained from Web Usage
Mining(WUM), classification of web content and user
profiles. Here, web personalization includes techniques
such as, use of cookies, history and Machine Learning
Strategies (MLS). It may be viewed as a type of
recommender system, clustering, classification and
prediction of web pages for a user or group of users. By the
web personalization, the content of the web pages are
modified in a better way for the needs of users. It involves,
creating a unique pages each user or using the desires of a
user to determine to retrieve the web document.

4) User profile data :- These represents information
about the users of a web site. Here, user profiles
contain demographic information like- name, age,
education, interest, behaviour, etc. for each and every
user of a web site. These types of information are
acquired through questionnaires or registration forms.
It can be inferred by analyzing Web Usage
Logs(WUL).
3.2 Web Personalization using user profile
A user profile is a visual display or a collection of
personal data associated to a specific user. It refers to the
explicit electronic representation of a user’s characteristics
and it can be described as the system representation of a
user model. User profile represents previous knowledge
description of users and the concept models possessed by
users to collect the information on the web. This model is
implicitly possessed by users which are generated from
their previous knowledge used to collect relevant
information about a user preference. Here, user profiles are
categorized into three groups [20]:1) Interview
2) Semi-Interview
3) Non-Interview
 Interview:- It considers a perfect user profiles. They
are acquired by using manual techniques such as –
questionnaires, getting interview to the users, etc.
here, each and every user recommended to read each
document and give their suggestions freely.
 Semi-Interview:- In this, user profiles are acquired by
semi automated techniques with limited user.
 Non-Interview:- Here, users are not involved at all,
but discover interest of user’s. They acquire user
profiles by observing activity of user and discovered
previous knowledge of user.
User profiles models provide knowledge based on a
globally or locally. The global analysis uses existing
knowledge to produce effective performance. The generic
ontology is included by common used knowledge base
such as, wordnet, online libraries, etc. whereas, local
analysis use behaviour of user. The user previous
knowledge can be discovered by integration of local and
global analysis because local analysis is used for analyzing
the user behavior[20].

3.1 Sources of Data for Web Personalization
The Web Personalization System (WPS) utilizes web
data in order to personalize the contents on the web site.
These are classified into four categories [20] :
1) Content data :- These data can be simple text, images
or structured data, such as, information retrieved from
data base. They are presented to the end user
appropriately structured.
2) Structured data :- These represent the way to
organized the contents. It can be either data entities
used within a web page like, HTML/XML tags or
data entities used to set a web site together such as,
hyper text or hyper links connect one page to another.
3) Usage data :- These data represent a web site’s usage,
like visitor’s IP address, date/time access, path access
and other attributes that are included in a web access
log.

IV. TAXONOMIES USING USER PROFILES
A common way to store information about user profile
that enables web personalization is represented in Fig. 2.
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This is known as content based filtering which applied to
a text document and evaluates the document relevance by
the keywords stored in a user profile. It stored basically at
the server to secure the profile transmitting through the
network. Social or collaborative filtering [11] is another
option to take advantage of user profiles. Here, this method
collects the user profile of many people and generates
recommendations based on the similar profiles. To
implement collaborative filtering user profiles must be
compared and therefore, the best storage location is
available to centralize them at the server. In Fig.1, is
representing a user profile that can be shared between
various web personalized applications that require the same
content of user profiles because web personalized
application need to have access the complete set of profiles
to store that at the browser.

VI. CONCLUSION
Web personalization is an extremely important technique
because it enables to better understand user and to develop
online products offers and contents that correspond to what
these users actually search. It directly linked to users need
and preferences. In this paper, we have explored the
modern way to research activity to improve the
performance of web personalization process and the
performance of Information Retrieval System (IRS) or
different uses of profiles.
Here, we have also presented, Architecture to retrieve
the personalized web document and different ways to filter
the user profiles which shows the filtered contents to the
users.
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